Protection on the Front-lines

Face Shield Protection for Your Front-line Essential Employees
&

Produced by

In an effort to support the medical and manufacturing community, Exhibit Logistics and DeanHouston+ have shifted production,
manufacturing and logistics capabilities to get front-line providers the PPE needed to help America fight against COVID-19.
With decades of experience in custom event displays, our team of craftsmen have acquired the supplies and engineered the
processes needed to manufacture CDC-compliant face shields and masks in a safe, sanitary and reliable manner. All orders
placed are assigned a dedicated representative to help provide transparency and responsiveness to ensure your supply chain
efforts are efficient and accurate at all times.

Partners for the Common Good.
As a way to do more, for every ten shields we produce for you, DH+ will donate one shield to those caring for others or in need: i.e.
healthcare organizations, nurses, care-givers, nursing homes, retirement communities.

About Exhibit Logistics Mask Production
Exhibit Logistics is a Cincinnati-based custom fabricator/manufacturer. Leveraging decades of expert manufacturing, all shields are:
•

Engineered to provide maximum facial coverage without sacrificing wearer visibility or communication

•

Constructed using high grade materials

•

Assembled using a CDC-compliant process within a private facility

Service and Support

Materials

Face Shield Design

•

Dedicated Account Management
for all orders

•

Shield: 10mil Lightweight FDA
Approved PET

•

•

Visibility and access to lead time updates
at all times via email and phone

•

Forehead Guard: Thin PVC outer
shell with soft foam insert

Barrier provides protection from wearer’s
forehead to below neckline, wrapped
around both ears

•

•

Orders can be placed via credit card or
invoice on a secure digital portal

•

Back of Head Strap: Adjustable velcro
for a one-size fits all design

Thin gauge, flexible PVC allows close
contour with facial and head anatomy

•

Soft form forehead gauge and Velcro strap
provide long wear comfort

To get started, please contact: Tyler Houston, Business Development Director, Exhibit Logistics
tyler.houston@exhibitlogistics.com or 740-646-2914

